
M
ass testing for CoViD-19 would allow communities and societies to 

reduce uncertainty, permitting appropriate, targeted, flexible policy across 

institutions and circumstances, as opposed to crude population isolation 

and immobilization policing. Increasing testing would permit confidence in restoring 

institutions like camps, day cares, and schools that allow women to reengage and 

balance their productive, paid work, a requirement for most to live in expensive, 

unequal capitalist countries. It would provide the assurance to seek travel relief 

from extended, unhealthily-confining winters, as the Hawaiian islands for example 

open up this fall to tourists who have tested negative. Yet in Manitoba, as throughout 

Canada and the US, decisionmakers have neglected mass testing. This disinterest 

threatens working-class and smallholder families, freedom, and economy, women’s 

welfare, youth health and mental health. It cripples our preventative health capacity.

We know well that Manitoba has a very long, harsh winter that keeps the population 

confined indoors for most of the year. Thus, with normal, high levels of human 

interaction, the province is annually afflicted with severe flu outbreaks. Developed 
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under the previous NDP provincial government, Manitoba had the advantage of 

contagion-managing infrastructure, including 200 ICU beds, a public testing facility 

Cadham Laboratories, and further testing capacity in the public university, which 

was deployed on COVID-19 testing in March 2020.

The province moreover had the luxury of time to increase testing capacity, 

because it turned out that its isolation reduced COVID-19 transmission to and within 

the province. With leadership mobilizing mass testing, a lockdown that produced an 

extreme version of natural Manitoban winter and geographic isolation could have 

been efficiently replaced with mass testing, allowing for an efficient economic and 

social restoration that could have advantaged the province relative to other regions 

with more difficult pandemic conditions. In late March, Cadham and the University 

of Manitoba labs did increase testing capacity; but decisionmakers allowed testing 

to dwindle as it became apparent by early April that there would be few COVID-19 

cases in the province. The provincial government even transferred public funds to 

Dynacare, an acquisitive private testing conglomerate that had expanded from Ontario.

Regrettably, this low pandemic impact did not mean restoration of social and 

economic institutions under the provincial government’s command. Within the context 

of low COVID-19 impact, the provincial government chose to maintain suppressed, 

selective testing (of health care workers, people exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, and 

cross-border travelers), in favor of manipulating the global emergency discourse 

and fear. Low COVID-19 impact provided the provincial government the time and 

space, alongside a plausible threat of morbidity and mortality, to implement their 

pre-existing austerity goals.

The result has been, as elsewhere, the widespread popular diffusion of narrow 

population-management mentality, pathologizing and displacing recognition of 

complex humanity and its fuller conditions for thriving, and in particular in Manitoba, 

a sprawling orgy of austerity and public institution mining and dismantling.1 Yet we 

are not at the heart of capitalism, or even trying to capitalize on our advantages; and 

our province is more complex than a business or a church. To work on a level higher 

than serfdom and colonialism, we need to recognize public value here.

Although some governments, from Iceland to Germany to Vo, Italy to South Korea 

to Kerala to New Zealand have prioritized humane pandemic policy, and dug into 

mass COVID-19 testing to good effect, Atlantic Anglo-American regions have over 

relied on population policing and isolation-and-immobilization biosecurity strategy 

that has decimated mental and physical health, women’s productive work, and the 

economy. The US brutally demonstrates that biosecurity has continued state terror 

upon expropriated communities of colour. Why maintain this dysfunctional reflex in 

this moment of great change?

Two UK epidemiological strategy teams, including the Imperial group, ran influential 

computer models of various responses to COVID-19 transmission from January through 
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March. These models avoided geographic, population density, and transit centrality 

variables, so would not represent the salient, uneven distribution of COVID-19. In 

late January 2020, the National Health Service instructed the strategy theorists to 

stop modeling mass testing, arguing they did not at that moment possess sufficient 

mass-testing capacity; and the UK government decided not to devote resources to 

mobilizing mass-testing capacity.2 Eschewing the mobilization of testing capacity, 

the UK government instead embraced the population isolation-and-immobilization 

biosecurity approach, which was commonly romanticized as a war-mobilization 

effort3—but because of its policing bias rather than because it mobilized the produc-

tion of resources to fight the enemy, a virus rather than humanity. In some isolated 

biosecurity regions, like the Hawaiian island of Kauai, the biosecurity mortality rate 

(suicide, recreating alone) was five times the rate of COVID-19 mortality this year. 

Along with a recent Public Health Ontario report on the negative impacts of isolate-

and-immobilize pandemic management,4 such cases suggest that we can expect to 

see the lagged health consequences of inhumane biosecurity policing and austerity 

as well. How have we mobilized our resources to moderate these?

Manitoba healthcare has staggered under $120 million in budget cuts since 2017, 

with urban hospital emergency rooms, women’s clinics, and remote health stations 

wiped out, hundreds of nurses chased out of the province, and millions in the public 

budget redirected to consultants.5

In the early months of 2020, testing in Manitoba was limited by a lack of reagent, 

which Cadham lab overcame by making their own, and then a lack of swabs, glorified 

cotton sticks. But production of such simple supplies can be mobilized and finessed—

for example, where face masks were scarce and hoarded in April, today there is a 

glut; and instead of throwing up their hands in the face of proprietary test inputs 

scarcity, the Francis Crick Institute went back to the drawing board, developing and 

sharing basic testing designs that didn’t require the inputs in high global demand.6 

Scientists have argued that advanced economies, including the beleaguered US, now 

have the capacity, and should be ramping up COVID-19 molecular testing. “We’re 

still operating on the mindset of a testing scarcity,” bemoans Ashish Jha, Director of 

Harvard’s Global Health Institute. He estimates conservatively that at a minimum, the 

US COVID-19 testing rate should almost double, which is well within US labs’ capacity. 

Ann Kiessling, Director of the Bedford Research Foundation lab, sees testing-lab use 

languishing. She believes that for safer day care, school, women’s work, and public 

transit restoration, labs could test children and workers frequently or periodically.7 

Even while testing labs have languished, media have broadcast political wailing over 

test scarcity this summer of COVID-19 spikes in Southern US cities.

In the US, however, most public officials just aren’t mobilizing. Testing can 

have high costs for politician and public health decisionmakers lobbied by the 

pharmaceutical industry. For example, Sweden’s infamously high June transmission 
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rate is a statistical byproduct of having identified thousands of asymptomatic and 

mild cases by ramping up contact tracing and testing. This spike permitted their 

political rivals to viciously attack concerted Swedish efforts to stay human. Thanks 

to testing and tracing, however, Swedes emerged with a much better understanding 

of the disease, and in a few weeks, by the beginning of July reduced their realistic 

COVID-19 new-case rate by 97%.8 We also cannot forget that the US still serves as 

the market to the globe; and vaccine developers are depending on its laissez-faire 

approach to COVID-19 to maintain a vaccine market, where other regions have 

minimized that market by instead reducing COVID-19 with luck and policy mixes.

But the costs of biosecurity can be severe. Minnesota’s public health official in 

charge of mobilizing testing, Daniel Huff, managed to secure an arrangement with 

Mayo Clinic and the University of Minnesota to increase testing capacity. In April they 

publicly announced that they had mobilized the capacity to test 20,000 Minnesotans/

day.9 But leaders thereafter decided to abandon mass-testing in favor of maintaining 

the population policing and economic-suppression biosecurity strategy, as it had 

been originally planned by the Red Dawn biosecurity strategy team organized by the 

US Department of Homeland Security.10 By late May, as with other regions outside 

the hardest-hit COVID-19 core metropoles, the biosecurity strategy was somewhat 

relaxed in Minnesota to allow for more economic activity. But as elsewhere, Black and 

Indigenous mortalities and unemployment, women’s unemployment, mental health, 

and general economic destruction were severe biosecurity casualties. The pandemic 

disruption exposed the bitter fruit of policing-based population management. In early 

June, with support from the US Executive, the heavily-armed regional and national 

militarized police and militaries launched a brutal warfare campaign on American 

civilians, when Minnesotans erupted to disrupt the flow of legalized extrajudicial 

killings of civilians by police.

Conforming with the US biosecurity policing and commercial vaccine priority, some 

local media likes to amplify those elements within the medical or research community 

that will cite false-negative testing or coronavirus mutation, in order to maintain a 

case against increased and mass molecular testing. But because, practically, mass 

testing has been sufficiently reliable in other regions,11 and most of the scientific and 

public health fields view SARS-CoV-2 as a tractable, comparatively moderate mutator,12 

the animating anxiety for health decisionmakers is resource scarcity. In Manitoba, 

beleaguered and politically-gagged public health experts worry that, given the austerity 

agenda of the provincial government, increased or mass testing will divert resources 

from other crucial prevention programs necessary in an extractive tributary economy 

with a legacy of both mass and racialized poverty, in a contemporary context of growing 

inequality. In such vexed contexts, medical doctors like the University of Southern 

California’s Michael Hochman would prefer to minimize testing to the symptomatic in 

disease-spike moments. This minimalist alternative could be reasonable—a focus on 
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universalizing affordable, simple behaviours such as hand washing, spatial distance, 

good old California outdoor living, and especially mask-wearing in public.13 The UK’s 

Lancet medical science editors additionally underscore the paramount importance of 

infection prevention and control in closed and immobilizing residential facilities like 

long-term care homes and prisons. But this menu of behavioural adaptations, even 

coupled with ideal, negligible COVID-19 incidence in our region, has not convinced 

our authorities to redesign and restore camps, day care, school, and university, and 

reduce the massive disruption to women’s productive jobs and the economy. Having 

sat on testing, perhaps “saving it up,”14 leaders have not developed, and we have 

not benefitted from, sufficient testing capacity in North America.

Favoring the policing-and-austerity heavy biosecurity strategy expanded and 

prolonged population isolation and immobilization, as well as politically-manipulable 

fear. The commitment to biosecurity and vaccine markets have meant that basic virus 

testing infrastructure has been neglected, most egregiously in low-COVID-19 regions 

like ours where the information provided by coronavirus mass testing—as has been 

shown from Vo, Italy to Iceland to Germany and on—can avert the epically-destructive 

economic, social, and political consequences of biosecurity policing and austerity.

In Manitoba, we have the public labs and know-how, we have testing capacity, 

and with provincial coordination, we can ramp it up. We don’t need the political 

party in charge to throw away our money, patronizing private lab CEOs’ fortunes. If 

this government were entrepreneurial rather than predatory, we would be looking 

at our hapless neighbors to the south as customers delivering revenue to our public 

lab, helping maintain its capacity for handling future epidemics. If we have access 

to testing, we can pursue universal, quality, public child care to enable parents to 

do paid work. We can let children socialize, play, and learn from each other and 

teachers in semi-structured environments with safer health protocols. We don’t have 

to replace public transit with Uber exploitation and pollution. We can prepare for any 

future COVID-19 spikes and subsequent novel coronaviruses, and we should prepare 

because humans do not develop permanent immunity to coronaviruses,15 and the 

contributing conditions to novel virus generation and transmission—the economic 

requirement that impoverished people supplement their commodity income from 

uncommodified nature—are baked into capitalist inequality.16

We have to face how much is at stake. Political parties are in the business of reaping 

prefabricated consensus; they are not in the business of preventative healthcare, 

and inhumane prejudices and privatization can still allow them to ruin the economy 

and related human health. We have to recognize our institutions’ specializations, 

their strengths and weaknesses, and build upon them both to restore our welfare 

and to better navigate oncoming problems. Like the flu, some novel pandemics and 

epidemics could hit our remote communities harder. Though testing seems like 

someone else’s technical responsibility, with expanded testing, we can pivot and begin 
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to address future viral disruptions, as well as a lot of social and economic problems. 

The facilitating context is that we have to establish for Manitoba Public Health and 

Cadham Lab, in legislation, funding and more independence serving a prevention 

mandate. If you have felt fear, anxiety, and indignation during the pandemic, then 

you can understand how such prevention-capacity is crucial, and crucial to institute 

when we can.

The first shot might be free, but due to our loss of immunity as well as virus mutation, 

coronaviruses will require repeated vaccination, which will cost. No matter how 

profitable for someone, a COVID-19 vaccine is unlikely to be able to stop subsequent 

coronaviruses and other viral epidemics and pandemics, and particularly not in the 

hole of inequality and inegalitarianism dug by unbounded reliance on policing and 

austerity. Manitobans need to come together and press back upon our leaders, to 

prioritize expanding upon our strengths and skills, funding university inquiry and 

intelligence that maintains engagement with the complex requirements, limits, and 

developmental potential of humanity; establishing a greater degree of independence 

and funding for Manitoba Public Health to pursue preventative health campaigns; and 

funding Cadham and university labs to expand testing, to enhance our capacity to 

identify contagious individuals in epidemics and pandemics, selectively treat them, 

and restore them and improve our social and economic conditions more efficiently. 

We must reduce high-damage, policed isolate-and-immobilize biosecurity to a very 

temporary, limited last resort tool, rather than a malingering crutch for a collapse of 

public values and constructive planning. Such leadership can launch world-leading 

expertise and further opportunities for Manitobans.

Dr. Mara Fridell, University of Manitoba is a policy comparativist with a background in 

statistics, health geography, and complex ecology.
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